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>> Message from the President

IMGL tracks timely issues such
as online gaming

I

By J. Kelly Duncan

n my first President’s Message of 2012, I wrote: “For the
members of the International Masters of Gaming Law, the
New Year has arrived with a bang. In December, it was announced that the United States Justice Department has reversed its longstanding position that the Wire Act prohibits all
forms of on-line gaming.” With this momentous development
came the anticipation that the United States finally would join
Canada, parts of Europe and elsewhere and embrace Internet
gaming as the next big thing in gaming in response to what otherwise is viewed as a bricks and mortar gaming industry that some
argue is reaching a saturation point in the U.S.
The adoption of laws and regulations by several states that
are designed to allow them to participate in the multi-billion dollar Internet gaming industry would suggest that legal Internet
gaming in the U.S. is ready for prime time.
But is it?
The U.S. Department of Justice’s opinion of September 11,
2011, that came to light at the end of 2011 seemed to open the
door for Internet gaming in the U.S. for all forms of gaming other
than sports betting. But those who readily recall the arrests of
Internet gaming operators charged with fraud and money laundering to disguise acceptance of financial transactions in connection with unlawful Internet gambling remain guarded. On one
hand, the DOJ opinion appeared to finally allow Internet gaming
in the U.S., but it left unanswered questions such as (1) whether
Internet gaming in the U.S. should be regulated by the federal
government or left to states to regulate, and (2) whether the
Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006 (UIGEA)
continues to create an impediment to transfers of money in connection with “unlawful Internet gambling” based upon the laws in
effect in the location where the wager is made, as opposed to where
the gaming site is located.
The global membership of IMGL brings an unparalleled
level of expertise to address these difficult issues. Whether
addressed in the very fine articles that appear in our four gaming
law magazines —Casino Lawyer, Canadian Gaming Lawyer,
European Gaming Lawyer and La Ley del Juego — with a worldwide readership in excess of twenty-five thousand gaming lawyers
and other gaming industry professionals, or our twice yearly gaming law conferences, these leading sources of gaming law education are invaluable tools to help anyone involved in the gaming
industry navigate these difficult issues now being faced in the U.S.
4
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Our Spring Conference held in Scottsdale, Arizona, in April, for
example, included a panel, entitled “An Internet Gaming Debate:
Federal or State Regulated?” and our Autumn Conference in London from October 10-12, 2012, will include several sessions devoted to exploring the difficult issues surrounding Internet
gaming in the U.S.
In addition to the outstanding journals we publish and the
conferences that we hold twice a year, IMGL continues to host its
immensely popular reception at G2E in Las Vegas. I would add
that in May, IMGL was pleased to join Gaming Laboratories
International in hosting a very successful reception at G2E Asia
in Macau. This reception constituted a further expansion of the
reach of IMGL to an area of the world that has seen an unprecedented growth of gaming. A few days after our Autumn Conference in London concludes, IMGL will be joining fellow IMGL
members Santiago Asensi, Justin Franssen, Wulf Hambach,
Quirino Mancini and Thibault Verbiest of the website portal
GamingLaw.EU in hosting a reception at EiG in Barcelona. These
receptions, in spectacular settings, provide high level networking opportunities for IMGL members and their guests to meet
with other important individuals actively involved in the gaming industry throughout the world and discuss the latest developments in gaming.
Membership in IMGL is a true honor. It is by invitation
only and being put up for membership election only occurs after
a candidate has undergone a thorough vetting process. It is for
this reason that the members of IMGL are revered for the breath
and depth of their knowledge. Just as the U.S. is at a pivotal stage
in considering Internet gaming and how best to regulate it, every
jurisdiction represented in IMGL, whether Europe, Australasia
and the Pacific Rim, Canada, Latin America, or elsewhere is constantly faced with changing gaming laws and regulations. The
members of IMGL constitute an unparalleled source of gaming
law expertise to help the gaming industry to deal with the global
regulatory challenges it faces on a daily basis.
Finally, please visit the IMGL website, found at
www.gaminglawmasters.com. It is an invaluable source of all
matters involving gaming law education and up to date details
about IMGL activities, services and members. Also, please remember that you can always contact me at kduncan@joneswalker.com or
our very able Executive Director, Melissa Lurie at
imgldirector@aol.com. ♣
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Global issues in online gaming
By Sue McNabb

he Autumn issue of Casino Lawyer is
dedicated to the esteemed recipients
of International Masters of Gaming
Law Regulators of the Year awards.
IMGL honors Kevin O’Toole, executive director of the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board,
as Regulator of the Year, Americas, and Jamie
Hummingbird, director at the Cherokee Nation
Gaming Commission, as Regulator of the Year,
Indian Country. Both men are recognized by
IMGL for their dedication to gaming law education and for their contributions to the gaming
industry. It was my distinct pleasure to interview this year’s highly respected recipients. Because of space limitations, the feature articles on
these gentlemen reveal only highlights of the
exemplary careers of the two dedicated attorneys who have achieved acclaim in their respective regulatory jurisdictions.
This issue also features excellent articles on
recent developments in online gaming in the
United States, Canada, and Europe. The recent
legislative sessions in the United States, the judicial rulings, and the evolving industry worldwide continue to make online gaming a hot topic
for gaming attorneys and industry leaders globally. There is a follow-up article on Match-E-BeNash-She-Wish Band of Pottawatomi Indians v. Patchak
in the Indian gaming section and an excellent
study of the impact of structure in the industry. The online gaming feature includes an instructive article on how to take advantage of
current business opportunities in online gaming.
The International Association of Gaming Regulators section features an article on corruption
in sports betting. Casino Lawyer thanks all of
the contributors, both writers and advertisers,
for their continued support of IMGL’s original
publication.
IMGL held its successful and well-attended
spring conference at a spectacular golf resort in
Scottsdale, Arizona. The event featured excellent panels on tribal and state issues, Internet
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gaming developments, regulatory issues, and
developments in new markets worldwide.
IMGL member Douglas Florence was
honored by J. Kelly Duncan with the President’s
Award for his outstanding contribution of his
time and efforts in IMGL membership development. IMGL membership is by invitation only,
and Douglas coordinates the affiliate membership program. President J. Kelly Duncan stated:
“The IMGL President’s Award recognizes
a member of IMGL who has selflessly contributed significant time and energy to bettering this great organization and advancing our
mission. It was with great pleasure that the
award was bestowed upon Douglas Florence,
known to all for his tireless work on behalf of
IMGL, particularly with respect to the significant expansion of our affiliate membership
which has so greatly enhanced IMGL.”
Finally, IMGL’s publication program
which includes its four legal journals has initiated a new advertising campaign in 2012. The
campaign will support our twice-yearly print
publications as a forum for contributors and
writers to reach over twenty-five thousand readers around the world. IMGL and Casino Lawyer
deeply appreciate the continuing contributions
of excellent and timely articles on developments
in national and international jurisdictions. ♣
Sue McNabb has worked with the Louisiana legislature,
served as an Assistant Attorney General for the Louisiana
Department of Justice and currently works with state
government. She has an extensive background in
corporate law in the private sector where she worked as
General Counsel of an INC 500 Company and as Vice
President of Administration with a national not-forprofit corporation. Prior to that, she taught at Louisiana
State University in Baton Rouge.
She has served as vice chair of the Governmental
Section of the American Bar Association and served on
multiple committees with the Baton Rouge Bar
Association. She served on the board of directors of
the National Council on Problem Gambling.
She can be reached at suemcnabb@bellsouth.net
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS: ONLINE GAMING
UNITED STATES

iGaming Developments in the Northeast
By Patrick Madamba, Jr.

I

n December 2011, the U.S.
Department of Justice (the
“DOJ”) publicly revealed that
the DOJ had abandoned its longheld position that the Wire Act of 1961
prohibitions extend to Interstate transmissions of
wire communications relating to most forms of Internet
gaming. In an opinion regarding proposals by the New York and Illinois
lotteries, the DOJ’s Office of Legal Counsel concluded that: [I]nterstate
transmissions of wire communications that do not relate to a ‘sporting
event or contest’ . . . fall outside of the reach of the Wire Act.” In
other words, the Wire Act’s prohibitions apply to only sports betting.
The DOJ’s clear departure from its prior position led Internet gaming
advocates and many state lawmakers to predict an onslaught of state
legislative initiatives legalizing Internet gaming. More than six months
later, however, only tiny Delaware – whose official slogan is “The First
State” – has enacted legislation legalizing intrastate Internet gaming.
Other initiatives in the Northeast have not, as yet, succeeded.

DELAWARE

On June 28, 2012, the Delaware Gaming Competitiveness Act of 2012 (the
“DGCA”) was signed into law. The
DGCA authorizes the Delaware
Lottery Office to conduct traditional
lottery games over the Internet and
also operate the existing sports lottery
at venues other than those of video
lottery agents, such as bars or convenience stores. In conjunction with the
Lottery, the DGCA also authorizes
Delaware’s video lottery agents to
offer through their websites Internet
6
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versions of table games and video lottery (slot) offerings. Currently, the
state’s three video lottery agents operate Delaware’s “brick and mortar”
racinos, i.e., Delaware Park, Dover
Downs and Harrington Raceway &
Casino. With passage of the DGCA,
racino operators will be able to offer
online versions of their table games
and slot machine offerings which will
be accessible through each racino’s
website and controlled centrally by
the lottery.

In the DGCA, the technical term for Internet gaming is
the “Internet Lottery,” which is
defined as:
. . . all lottery games in which
the player’s interaction with the
game operated by the [Lottery] Office occurs over the Internet (which, for purposes of
this chapter, shall include any
public or private computer or
terminal network, whether
linked electronically, wirelessly,
through optical networking
technology or other means), including Internet ticket games,
the Internet video lottery and
Internet table games.1

The term “Internet ticket games”
refers to the sale of tickets for traditional lottery games over the Internet
by the Lottery.2 The real “meat and
potatoes” of the DGCA lies in its
authorization of the “Internet video
lottery” and “Internet table games.”
The term “Internet video lottery”
is defined as:
. . . a lottery game in which
the player’s interaction with the
game operated by the [Lottery]
Office occurs over the Internet
through a website or network of
a video lottery agent, rather than
at a video lottery machine in a
video lottery facility, and in
which the game is an Internet

variation of a video lottery game, and
which shall not include keno, table games,
and other forms of the Internet lottery.3

The term “Internet table games” is defined as:
. . . a lottery game in which the player’s
interaction with the game operated by the
[Lottery] Office occurs over the Internet
through a website or network of a video
lottery agent, rather than at a table game
in a video lottery facility, and in which the
game is an Internet variation or compilation of a table game or table games, provided that the game is expressly authorized
by rule of the Director.4

Taken together, the broadly worded definitions for the terms “Internet video lottery” and
“Internet table game” encompass online versions
of all traditional casino style games currently
played in Delaware’s “brick and mortar” racino
facilities, including slot machines, poker, blackjack, roulette, craps, baccarat and pai gow poker.
Persons twenty-one years of age and older
who are physically present in Delaware are permitted to participate in Internet gaming.5 As
noted in the official synopsis, Delaware’s legalization of Internet gaming “capitalize[s] on a
recent DOJ ruling clarifying that wagering
within a state’s boundaries does not violate federal law.”6 To ensure compliance with federal
law, the DGCA expressly requires that the
equipment utilized to conduct Internet gaming
is capable of verifying that the player is physically present in the state at the time they engage
in such gaming.7 The DGCA does

leave the door open for persons outside the state
also to participate in Delaware online gaming. It
excludes from the Delaware territorial limitation: (1) Internet gaming conducted pursuant to
an interstate compact to which the state is a
party; and (2) Internet gaming which is “not inconsistent with federal law and the law of the
jurisdiction in which the person is physically
present.”8
The DGCA requires the Lottery Director
to promulgate rules to initiate Internet gaming
“at the earliest feasible time” and “in a manner
that provides for the security and effective administration of such gam[ing].”9 The Director
is expected to initiate the rulemaking process in
the next few months to set-out the details for
the DGCA’s implementation.
Revenues from Internet gaming are to be
distributed generally pursuant to the pre-existing formulae applicable to the non-Internet versions of the games currently offered in the
racinos’ “brick and mortar” facilities, with the
exception that the first $3.75 million of proceeds from Internet gaming in each state fiscal
year is to be retained by the Lottery. Under the
pre-existing formulae, Delaware racinos retained approximately 43.89 percent of casino
revenues generated in 2011.10
The Lottery is expected to conduct a
Request for Proposals competitive public bidding process (“RFP”) to award the contract for
the host/operator of the central server to conduct Internet gaming. The RFP is expected
to require a “white label system” usable by all
three Delaware racinos for the offering of
Internet gaming.

Patrick Madamba, Jr.
pmadamba@foxrothschild.com
Patrick Madamba, Jr., serves as

Counsel at Fox Rothschild,

LLP, a national law firm with
offices coast to coast. The firm

has one of the largest gaming

practices in the world, represent-

ing casinos, manufacturers of

gaming equipment, and private

equity firms and other investors.

Pat has practiced in gaming law
for almost two decades in both

private practice and in-house as

the general counsel, chief

compliance officer and secretary
of a publicly traded gaming
company, and as regulatory

affairs manager to a privately

held gaming company. Over the
course of Pat’s career, he has

handled casino regulatory
matters in numerous

jurisdictions, including

New Jersey, Illinois, Indiana,

Louisiana, Missouri, Nevada,

and Macau SAR, China.

“

With passage of the DGCA, racino operators will be
able to offer online versions of their table games and slot
machine offerings which will be accessible through each
racino’s website and controlled centrally by the lottery.

”
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS: ONLINE GAMING
NEW JERSEY

Internet gaming legislation
continues to wend its way
through the legislative process
in New Jersey even though questions remain as to whether
Governor Christie will sign
the legislation into law if
it musters sufficient votes
in the Legislature for passage. Last time around, in
March 2011, Governor Christie
cited state constitutional concerns
when vetoing a bill permitting New
Jersey’s casinos to offer intrastate online gaming. Supporters of the current bills pending in the New Jersey
Senate (S1565) and Assembly (A2578)
assert that they have addressed Governor Christie’s concerns and predict
that the legislation will be acted upon
by the Legislature this fall. Unlike
Delaware’s legislation that provides
only a skeletal framework for the conduct of Internet gaming and leaves
the details to the Lottery Director,
New Jersey’s proposed legislation is
lengthy and detailed.

General Overview:
Under the proposed legislation, Internet wagering sites could be hosted only
by New Jersey casino licensees. All
equipment used by casino licensees to
conduct Internet gaming must be located within a casino licensee’s casino
hotel facility in Atlantic City. Individuals who are physically present in New
Jersey would be able to log on to the
sites from anywhere in the State and
participate in Internet gaming. Additionally, wagers could be accepted from
persons from other states and foreign
countries if the New Jersey Division of
Gaming Enforcement (the “NJDGE”)
determines that such wagering does
not violate applicable federal, state or

8
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“

Internet gaming legislation continues to wend
its way through the legislative process in New Jersey
even though questions remain as to whether Governor
Christie will sign the legislation into law if it musters
sufficient votes in the Legislature for passage.
foreign law. Casino licensees
would be allowed to offer online
versions of all games authorized
under the New Jersey Casino Control
Act, including slot machines, poker,
roulette, baccarat, blackjack, craps, big
six and other games.

Internet Gaming Permit Costs
and Taxation:
A casino licensee must first obtain an
Internet gaming permit from the
NJDGE to offer Internet gaming. The
minimum permit issuance and renewal
fees are $200,000 and $100,000, respectively. The NJDGE is to establish
the specific amount of such fees above
the minimums.
The annual tax rate on Internet
gaming gross revenue would be 20 percent. Additionally, casino licensees
must either pay an additional 10 percent investment alternative tax or participate in investments administered by
the Casino Reinvestment Development
Authority through payments equaling
5 percent of a casino licensee’s Internet gaming gross revenue.
Internet Gaming Accounts:
There are strict requirements for establishing an Internet gaming account.
A person (twenty-one years of age or
older) must submit an application form
approved by the NJDGE along with
proof of age. The NJDGE is to specify by regulation what types of proof
are sufficient to authenticate age. A
person is not required to visit the

”

“brick and mortar” casino to apply to
open an account. However, the equipment used to conduct Internet gaming
must be capable of verifying that the
player placing a wager is physically
present in New Jersey. Additionally, if
a casino licensee violates the underage
Internet gaming prohibition more
than once, its permit is to be revoked.

Internet Gaming Service
Providers:
Third party companies may provide
services to casino licensees to facilitate
the conduct of Internet gaming, including website hosting, electronic
commerce capabilities related to Internet gaming, and the provision of game
content. Revenue sharing between a
casino licensee and a licensed Internet
gaming service provider is permitted.
However, an Internet gaming service
provider must first obtain a casino
service industry (“CSI”) enterprise
license from the NJDGE before transacting business with a casino licensee.
Companies seeking such licensure
would be responsible for the full cost
of their licensure, including any investigative costs.
The proposed legislation prohibits
CSI enterprise licensure of anyone
who has, either directly or indirectly,
knowingly and willfully committed or
facilitated conduct potentially violating
the Unlawful Internet Gambling
Enforcement Act of 2006 (“UIGEA
violator”). The licensure prohibition
also extends to anyone who has

acquired a “significant part” of an UIGEA violator or the tainted
assets of an UIGEA violator, and intends to use the UIEGA
violator or tainted assets in connection with Internet gaming in
New Jersey. Waiver of the licensure prohibition is, however,
available. To obtain a waiver, the license applicant must demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that the subject conduct
was not unlawful.

CONNECTICUT

While there was much favorable
public discussion regarding
Internet gaming by Governor Malloy and some legislators in January of this
year, those discussions quickly
fizzled out. By February, both the
Governor and the co-chair of the
General Assembly’s committee traditionally responsible for overseeing
gaming legislation publicly stated
that they did not intend to introduce
Internet gaming legislation in the
2012 regular legislative session.
Notably, the Governor, even when
expressing his support, made clear
that his support was limited to permitting the Mohegan Tribe and
Mashantucket Pequot Tribe to offer
Internet gaming.

“

While there was
much favorable
public discussion
regarding Internet
gaming by Governor
Malloy and some
legislators in January
of this year, those
discussions quickly
fizzled out.

”

OTHER STATES IN THE NORTHEAST

While there has been some public discussion of legalizing
Internet gaming by members of the legislatures of Maine,
Rhode Island, New York and Pennsylvania, Internet gaming
legislation is not currently pending in any of these states. ♣
29 Del. C. §4803(i) (Emphasis added).
29 Del. C. §4803(k).
3
29 Del. C. §4803(l).
4
29 Del. C. §4803(j).
5
29 Del. C. §§ 4805(b)(19), 4810(a) and 4826(b).
6
DGCA, Synopsis.
7
29 Del. C. §4826(b).
8
29 Del. C. §4826(b).
9
29 Del. C. §4826(c).
10
See “2012 State of the States, AGA Survey of Casino Entertainment”
1
2

http://www.americangaming.org/files/aga/uploads/docs/sos/aga_sos_2012_web.pdf.
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The Internet Café
A look at the latest gambling franchise pushing
the boundaries of our gambling laws
By Marc Dunbar
n recent years, a new phenomenon
of “convenience gambling” has
spread across the country. Utilizing the speed and sophistication
of networked computer technology,
proprietors are offering the appeal of
slot machine gambling in strip mall
store fronts under the legal cover of
laws drafted for lost leader commercial game promotions or sweepstakes
designed in the 1970’s and ‘80s for
Publisher’s Clearing House and the
McDonald’s Monopoly game. However, unlike these games intended to
drive sales of commercial products,
these new gambling enterprises appear more focused on the typical
casino goal of driving coin-in, rather
than increased profits from an underlying business which has nothing to
do with gambling. These new forms
of gambling which operate under the
innocuous moniker of “Internet Café”
are pushing the boundaries of gambling laws and gambling regulation,
and the communities in which they
operate often are ill-equipped to deal
with their oversight.
The term “Internet café” requires
further explanation as it is a bit of a
misnomer. On most occasions, patrons
of an Internet café are not interested
in accessing the Internet, nor are they
enjoying the relaxing coffee-infused
environment generally imagined when
one fashions a mental picture of a
“café.” Rather, the type of Internet café

I
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at issue in this article, also
known as an adult amusement
arcade or convenience casino,
is a place where people go to
play electronic sweepstakes
games that look and sound almost
identical to slot machines found in
regulated casinos around the world.
The reason these places are called
“Internet cafes” is attributed to an attempt by their proprietors to adhere
to state gambling laws. States in
which these facilities operate have
laws allowing a commercial business
to conduct promotional sweepstakes
in conjunction with the sale of a
“good or service” to its customers.
Generally speaking, the sweepstakes
serves as a marketing aid to drive sales
of the underlying commercial product. Some of the more widely used
sweepstakes promotions operating
under these statutory exemptions
range from the well known “look
under the cap” games of soft drink
manufacturers, to code numbers on
receipts which, when entered following an online consumer satisfaction
survey, enter the customer into a
drawing for a prize.
In contrast for Internet cafés, the
good or service for sale is Internet or
even long distance telephone time, and
the game promotion in connection
with the sale of this time is essentially
an electronic pull tab ticket. The argument of Internet café operators is

that their operations are no different
than the sweepstakes operated by
companies such as McDonald’s, CocaCola or Home Depot. Counsel for a
coalition of Internet cafes was recently quoted in Florida saying: “The
sweepstakes is simply a marketing tool
used to promote the Internet time and
telephone time purchased at these
cafes, the same type of sweepstakes offered at many checkout counters of
large retailers that ask you to go online to complete a survey and the
chance to win thousands in gift cards
for that retailer.” Despite this justification in support of their legitimacy,
many customers, and even media outlets, are entirely unaware that this
“marketing tool” is not the underlying
business and that Internet cafes are not
casinos. That the games played so
closely resemble slot machines and the
names of the facilities, such as “Luxxor
Casino” or “Lucky 777 Cafe,” further
blurs the line as to what the underlying business actually entails. An article from the New York Times published
in May, 2011, highlighted the gambling proceeds as the focus of these

businesses for the criminals, targeting them tivities. Such states almost universally prevent
when it concluded “[t]hat these cafes are cash the operation of such businesses; while others
machines – and take in as much as $100,000 per with very passive regulations and lack of a
week – is no secret to robbers.” The article fea- statewide regulator over state gambling laws
tured a series of burglaries, robberies and even allow for Internet cafes to claim legal legitimacy.
fatal shootings at Internet cafes.
In these latter states, local govFor lawyers attempting to adernments and their law enforcevise clients relative to these busiment are often left with the task
nesses, a good bit of research
These new forms of deciding for themselves how
should be undertaken into the evoof gambling which to deal with these facilities.
lution of state law related to gamOne of the leading appellate
operate under the
bling and gambling devices. From innocuous moniker cases analyzing the legality of
the early slot machines through the of “Internet Café” Internet café business model is
cases involving the latest type of
Barber v. Jefferson County Racare pushing the
convenience gambling, the Internet
ing Association in which the
boundaries
of
café, courts essentially proceed with
Supreme Court of Alabama
gambling laws
the same basic analysis to determine
looked at this new type of enterand gambling
whether gambling is inherent in the
prise and tested it against its
regulation, and
activity. Three basic elements typigaming statutes and nearly one
cally guide the reviewing courts in the communities in hundred years of its gambling
their evaluations: prize, chance, and which they operate common law. The case involved
often are
consideration. Each is fairly basic to
an activity advertised as
understand but as evidenced by the ill-equipped to deal “Megasweeps” which was opervarious slot machine decisions ren- with their oversight. ated at a greyhound track near
dered by state courts nationwide,
Birmingham. The enterprise opgame developers become more and
erated fundamentally the same as
more savvy and are willing to go to
most Internet cafes currently in
great lengths to hide these three elements in an operation throughout the country today.
effort to mask the underlying activity.
The owners of Jefferson County Racing AsWithin the context of the Internet café, sociation proposed that they had found and exprize and chance are essentially conceded by the ploited a “loophole” in the laws of Alabama. The
operators; by its very nature, a sweepstakes trial court found that most of the customers
game contains a prize which is awarded by were more interested in getting the sweepstakes
chance. The critical element for lawyers, law en- entries than they were in accessing the Internet.
forcement and courts is to determine whether The court further found that “the owners underconsideration is present or whether the sweep- took the Mega-Sweeps to attract customers who
stakes somehow fits within a safe harbor statute wanted to gamble, or, at least, those who could
or local ordinance which authorizes the activity. be made to think that they were gambling.” UlThis evaluation is unique to every jurisdiction timately, the court found that the operations ingiven the subtleties of each state’s gambling volved all three elements of gambling (prize,
laws and the cases interpreting them.
chance, and consideration) and further ruled that
Regulation of Internet cafes by the states is the Internet café model essentially was illegal
very disparate. Some states have very clear slot machine operation under Alabama law.
gambling laws or plenary gaming commissions
The holding in Alabama serves as one of
with statewide oversight over all gambling ac- the most comprehensive court cases involving
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS: ONLINE GAMING
Internet cafes in which the system of
gaming, the statutes and case law are
methodically analyzed in determining
the legality of the enterprise. Unfortunately other jurisdictions have not
experienced such in judicial depth
analysis which is allowing pathways
for talented software designers and
game developers to ply their wares on
the often underserved gambling public
via the Internet café business model.
The ability for the industry to explode
on the scene in a state has led some
legislatures to react in an effort to
stem what they view as spreading illegal gambling within their state.
One such state with a growing
Internet café problem is Georgia which
attempted to pass legislation that would
deem Internet cafes to be illegal lotteries by revising certain definitions of the
Georgia statutes. Georgia SB 19, 2011,
revised paragraph (4) of Code Section
16-12-20 to redefine the definition of
“lottery” to the following:
a lottery shall also include the payment of cash or other consideration or the payment for
merchandise and the option to participate in or play, even if others
can participate or play for free, a no
skill game or to participate for cash
or noncash prizes by lot or in a finite pool on a computer, mechanical device, or electronic device
whereby the player is able to win a
cash or noncash prize.

SB 19 allowed for companies like
Coca-Cola, McDonald’s and The
Home Depot to continue offering
sweepstakes by additionally amending
Section 16-12-38 so that the new definition of “lottery” would not mean a:
National promotion, contest, or
sweepstakes conducted by any
corporation or wholly owned subsidiary of such corporation, provided that, at the time of such

12
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promotion, contest, or sweepstakes, such corporation: (i) Is registered under the federal Securities
Exchange Act of 1934; and (ii)
Has total assets of not less than
$50 million.

Although SB 19 passed both bodies of the Georgia legislature by a
wide margin, the bill was ultimately
vetoed by the Governor. In a press release detailing the rationale for the
veto, the Governor’s office provided
this explanation:
Senate Bill 19 attempts to provide
much needed clarity to a statute
that often leads to murky interpretations and unintended results. On
close review, this legislation would
expand the reward categories for
those who play Class A machines
and attempts to clarify the term
“gift certificate” that exists in current law. In addition, this legislation attempts to clarify for
prosecutors that so-called internet
sweepstakes cafes are illegal and
subject to prosecution for violating
Georgia’s prohibition on gambling. I am vetoing this legislation
because I do not believe SB 19 provides sufficient clarity or enforcement powers to shut down internet cafes and I also find that the
modifications to the current Class
A and Class B classifications of
coin operated machines could lead
to unintended consequences. I
look forward to signing legislation
in the near future that would more
forcefully address these significant
concerns. Accordingly, I VETO
SB 19.
Even after vetoing the bill, the
Governor wasted no time in enforcing
existing laws in an effort to stem the
growth of Georgia’s Internet café industry by focusing the attention of the
Georgia Attorney General’s Office and

pushing for statewide law enforcement
to “stamp out” Internet cafes.
Like Georgia in the face of an onslaught of Internet café openings, the
Virginia Legislatures acted decisively in
recent legislative sessions. Virginia
passed HB 1584 and SB 1195 which
amended its gambling statutes in an attempt to shutter Internet cafés in that
state. The passage of the bills in 2011
led many operators to close down in advance of the new law taking effect; others decided to wait until the last day to
shut down, and some decided to stay
open resulting in raids by police and
SWAT teams statewide.
Similarly, North Carolina undertook a comprehensive review of its
gaming laws and decided to outlaw
Internet cafes statewide. North Carolina’s legislators approached the issue
in a different manner than Virginia
which warrants comment. Rather than
changing the definition of what constitutes illegal gambling, the North Carolina Legislature chose to adopt an
entirely new provision in its gambling
code with a sole purpose of eliminating
what legislators considered illegal game
promotions. In the two pieces of legislation enacted by the North Carolina
Legislature, the state attempted to provide clear mandates for its law enforcement, the first measure codified at N.C.
Gen. Stat.§ 14-306.3 stated that:
(a) It is unlawful to promote,
operate, or conduct a server-based
electronic game promotion.
(b) It is unlawful for any person to
possess any game terminal with a
display that simulates a game
ordinarily played on a slot
machine… or a video gaming
machine… for the purpose of
promoting, operating, or conducting a server-based electronic
game promotion.
The follow-up measure took a head-

on approach to Internet cafes. The Act
provided additional definitions to clarify
the technologies at issue. N.C. Gen. Stat.
§ 14-306.4 further added that:
it shall be unlawful for any person
to operate, or place into operation,
an electronic machine or device to
do either of the following:
(1) Conduct a sweepstakes
through the use of an entertaining display, including the entry
process or the reveal of a prize.
(2) Promote a sweepstakes that is
conducted through the use of an
entertaining display, including the
entry process or the reveal of a
prize. …
(c) It is the intent of this section to
prohibit any mechanism that seeks
to avoid application of this section
through the use of any subterfuge
or pretense whatsoever.

In addition to legislative approaches discussed above, a look at
Massachusetts offers another example
of how states are using the power of
the executive branch to confront a rapidly expanding Internet café industry.
Like other states with little or no regulated casino gambling industry, Massachusetts has experienced rather robust
growth in its Internet café industry in
the past three years. Almost daily, Massachusetts newspapers, magazines and
television news stations would detail
the opening of a new facility or issues
surrounding an existing one. The news
media even chronicled at least one Massachusetts politician who joined in the
ranks of Internet café proprietors.
In response to increasing concerns,
Massachusetts Attorney General
Martha Coakley used her authority to
regulate unfair and deceptive trade practices in trade and commerce to enact
emergency regulations to deal with unlawful gambling establishments which
she believed posed “an unacceptable risk

to the public health, safety and welfare.” was upheld by the trial judge. This diBy enacting the regulations, numbered vergent treatment emphasizes the need
940 CMR 30.00 and relating to Illegal for Internet café proprietors and their
Lotteries, Sweepstakes
lawyers to be very familand De Facto Gambling
iar with state and local
Establishments, the Atlaws and court opinions
torney General was clear
prior to opening these
The Internet
in her intention to shut
gambling operations.
café craze poses
The Internet café
down Internet café operations in the State of Mas- interesting questions craze poses interesting
sachusetts.
for law enforcement, questions for law enIn addition to legislalocal governments forcement, local governments and state
tive and regulatory measand state legislatures. legislatures.
Are the deures taken at the state
Are the devices slot vices slot machines? Is
level, local governments
machines? Is the
the game promotion rehave also taken action. In
ally an illegal lottery?
Florida, a state lacking
game promotion
Should these facilities be
regulatory oversight or
really an illegal
regulated and taxed or
legal clarity at the state
lottery? Should these banned altogether? Delevel, two counties have
facilities
be regulated pending on the state
taken divergent approaches in dealing with and taxed or banned and local jurisdiction, as
discussed above, the anthe rapid growth of these
altogether?
swer to these questions
businesses in their jurisvaries greatly dependdictions. Seminole County,
ing upon where in the
located just north of Orcountry the question is
lando, banned Internet
cafes by outlawing “simulated gambling being asked and what the desire is
devices” within its jurisdiction. The or- within a particular local community. In
dinance which passed in January of more liberal jurisdictions, perhaps the
2011 is currently facing a Federal court Internet café is an acceptable boost to a
challenge which is widely expected to re- local economy. In contrast, communities
sult in the first comprehensive federal like Seminole County, Florida, or the
court opinion involving Internet cafes State of North Carolina, a state that
and their technologies. Duval County, proudly boasts its anti-gambling history
which encompasses the Jacksonville back to the 1700’s, Internet café operaarea, took a different approach, and using tions are seen as destructive to the
its constitutional home rule authority, morality of the citizenry. Internet café
the county passed an ordinance that reg- operators should be mindful of where
ulates “electronic game promotions” in a they find themselves as their location is
manner that controls the number of In- the principle driver of the success or
ternet cafes in the county, requires each failure, legality or impropriety, of their
operator to apply for a permit and operations, and lawyers representing
adds other regulatory and financial re- companies offering any type of game
strictions. Although a challenge to this promotion would be mindful to closely
ordinance was brought in county monitor the legislative activities in their
court as to the county’s ability to limit state and local governments as well as
the number of locations and enforce the the judicial opinions analyzing these
ordinance’s limitations, the ordinance electronic game promotions. ♣
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Playing Your Cards Right in the Changing
U.S. Online Gaming Market
By David J. Apfel
and Robert M. Crawford, Jr.
ver the past five years, global
online gaming and gambling
revenues have increased from
just over $20 billion in 20071 to
more than $35 billion in 2011.2 Online
poker alone generated revenue in
excess of $4.8 billion in 20093 and is
expected to rise to $6.7 billion in 2012.4
These numbers are all the more remarkable when one considers that online gaming and gambling, including
online poker, have always been prosecuted as if they were illegal in the
United States. Notwithstanding state
and federal legal prohibitions, and
despite active and high profile prosecutions by the U.S. Department of
Justice (“DOJ”) of several of the
biggest and most successful international online gaming businesses, online
gaming and gambling in the United
States has continued to flourish.
It now appears that opportunities
for entrepreneurs and investors to lawfully tap the multi-billion dollar online
gaming and gambling market are
poised to expand exponentially. On
December 23, 2011, DOJ released a
Memorandum Opinion (the “Opinion”)
that reversed its long-standing position that the Wire Act prohibits all
forms of Internet gambling, and all interstate wire transmissions of gambling-related communications no
matter the nature of the gambling.
While answering a specific question
posed by Illinois and New York
regarding their ability to use the

O
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Internet and out-of-state
transaction processors to sell
lottery tickets to adults
within their states, the Opinion found that DOJ’s prior
view was “incorrect and the
Wire Act prohibits only the
transmission of communications related to bets or
wagers on sporting events or
contests.”5
The Opinion is just that,
an opinion—it is not binding
legal precedent. And, even as
an opinion of DOJ counsel, it
is narrow in scope, limited to the Wire
Act and to the specific question posed
by Illinois and New York concerning
their proposed online lotteries. Nevertheless, many gaming experts, bloggers
and, most importantly, states viewed
the Opinion as opening the door not
only to online, state-sponsored lotteries but to state authorization of
intrastate non-sports Internet gambling, including online intrastate poker,
operated by private businesses.
In the immediate wake of the
Opinion, New York and Illinois moved
forward with their proposed online lotteries. The Nevada Gaming Commission, which just prior to December 23,
2011, unanimously approved regulations authorizing private companies to
apply for in-state Internet poker
licenses, pushed forward with its plans,
with more than twenty-five Las Vegas
businesses, including MGM, Caesars

(in partnership with 888), Boyd Gaming (with bwin.party) and Bally Technologies, already having applied for
licenses. In addition to Illinois, New
York and Nevada, at least eighteen
other states and the District of
Columbia promptly responded to the
Opinion with initiatives that would
legalize or at least explore various
forms of real-money Internet gambling within their borders.6
Global Betting and Gaming Consultants, E-Gaming To
Pass US$30bn GGY in 2011, Interactive Gambling Report .
Global Betting and Gaming Consultants, 2011 Global
Gambling Revenues Passed US $400 billion, Global
Gambling Report 6th Edition.
3
Nathan Vardi, “Are the Feds Cracking Down on Online
Poker?” Forbes (March 1, 2010).
4
Spectrum Gaming Group, “Internet Gambling Developments in International Jurisdictions: Insights for Indian
Nations” White paper: Prepared for the National Indian
Gaming Association and Member Indian Nations and Tribes
(October 4, 2010).
5
Memorandum Opinion for the Assistant Attorney General,
Criminal Division, by Virginia A. Seitz, Assistant Attorney
General (September 20, 2011), at 3.
6
Judy Keen, “Illinois to become first state to allow online
lottery sales,” USA Today (March 22, 2012).
1
2

Next Steps: Our Top 10 Recommendations

F

or those who wish to take advantage of
the new opportunities in the online gaming and gambling market, we recommend
the following ten steps:

filing “intent to use” trademark applications
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
before you go to market.

5. Know When to Hold ‘Em
1. Relationships
Establish (or reestablish and further
develop) appropriate relationships in states
that have already legalized or are actively
considering legalizing online gaming.
Nevada and other states following
Nevada’s model will require site operators
to partner with licensed land-based casinos
to be eligible for a license. Other states,
like California, may only issue gaming
licenses to establishments licensed under
existing law, in which case partnering with
licensed cardrooms and casinos will be vital.

When discussing your proposed project
with potential partners and investors, you
will be asked to share information about
your intellectual property and technology,
which is likely to include confidential
information, trade secrets and even
attorney-client privileged information.
Make sure that you enter into appropriate
non-disclosure agreements in advance.
Even then, limit the information you share
to that which is necessary, and consult with
your legal advisers before sharing trade
secrets or privileged information.

2. Start-Up Money and Reserves

6. $$$

Consider all options to finance your operation and the payment of initial non-refundable licensing fees (which are likely to be
very steep), including debt or equity securities, small business loans, state economic
incentives, tax breaks and other non-monetary incentives. In addition, online gaming
companies must plan to maintain a cash,
credit, or bond reserve equal to the sum of
all of the funds in players’ accounts.

Develop an organized and secure system to
process players’ money, as player-to-player
transfers and credit accounts will likely be
out of bounds. In Nevada, for instance,
player deposits can include cash at brick and
mortar locations, checks, wire transfers,
casino transfers and debit or credit cards.
Other states may broaden or narrow these
restrictions, so it will be necessary to develop sophisticated, secure methods to
process funds. These processes will likely
need to pass stringent suitability tests.

requires online gaming sites to develop and
post clear policies on items such as dispute
resolution, house gaming rules, privacy and
data security, and terms of use for registered users of online games.

9. Security
Guarantee that you have a secure platform
and be prepared to prove it. Player information must be kept confidential and funds
must be segregated and secure. Policies
and procedures must be developed to
avoid money laundering, collusion and
other cheating. Policies should also be
in place to alleviate concerns that the
company might deduct money from player
deposits before it is earned.

10. In-State Support Services

3. Patent Protection
Protect your proprietary technology by (i)
utilizing professional conduct investigations
to ensure your product is new and would
not infringe anyone else’s patents, and (ii)
filing patent applications with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office to cover your
technology prior to disclosure outside the
company. Any patent application should
cover preferred implementations of the
game rules, user interfaces and back-end
processing, as well as intersections with
other fields such as computing, mobile communications, social media and advertising.

7. Know Your Players
Control player registration by developing
secure and confidential player registration
and accounts. Site operators must prove
that they have an effective way to verify that
their users are of age and located in the
applicable state while playing. Operators
will also be required to verify each player’s
identity, ensure they are not blacklisted and
determine that they are actual individuals,
as opposed to automated “bots.”

8. Policies and Disclosures
4. Branding
Distinguish your products and services by (i)
working with your marketing team to identify strong and distinctive trademarks, (ii)
having a professional conduct a search to
ensure that no one else is already using the
same or a confusingly similar mark, and (iii)

Consider hiring employees who will help
support a 24-hour gaming site. Legislation,
such as the bill proposed in California, will
likely require that operators be on hand all
day, every day, to address site errors or
player concerns. These operators will need
to be located in the state in which the operating site has received a license, or in which
it has partnered with a licensed entity.
Licensees should determine who they will
hire to provide these services, develop the
requisite contracts and ensure that their
support service arrangements abide by all
applicable legal requirements. ♣

Be prepared to provide easily accessible
information to players. For instance,
Nevada requires that online gambling sites
provide links to the State Gaming Control
Board’s site, information on problem
gambling and a self-exclusion option.
Legislation being considered elsewhere

David Apfel and Bob Crawford are attorneys in the
Gaming, Gambling & Sweepstakes Practice of
Goodwin Procter LLP, a national Am Law 50 law
firm. The Practice brings together an interdisciplinary
team with specialized knowledge of federal and state
gambling, gaming, lottery and sweepstakes laws and
regulations, as well as Native American tribal laws.
Its attorneys represent entrepreneurs and investors
seeking opportunities to establish or grow their presence
in online gaming, land-based casinos and gaming
establishments, virtual markets and currencies. It also
assists entities seeking to promote their products and
services through online and offline sweepstakes, contests,
games and raffles, as well as operating companies.
For more information, please contact David Apfel
(dapfel@goodwinprocter.com) or Bob Crawford
(rcrawford@goodwinprocter.com).
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DEVELOPMENTS
>> NEW
IN NATIVE AMERICAN GAMING

Life After Patchak:
What Does It Mean For Tribal Gaming?
By Heidi McNeil Staudenmaier

he Tribal gaming industry was
struck a blow by the United
States Supreme Court right
before the high court ended its
session for the summer. Whether the
blow results in a knock-out punch
which leads to the closing of the
Gun Lake Casino in southwestern
Michigan or is simply a wake-up call
resulting in a longer and more challenging process for tribal land acquisitions remains to be seen.
The referenced Court ruling
was issued on June 18, 2012 –
Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish Band
of Pottawatomi Indians v. Patchak,
567 U.S. ____ (2012). In that case,
the Court decisively held (8-1) that
an individual property owner (David
Patchak) near the Tribe’s Gun Lake
Casino had standing to challenge the
Secretary of the Interior’s acquisition of land into trust for the Tribe.
The Court determined that the U.S.
Government had waived its sovereign immunity and that Patchak had
prudential standing to challenge the
Secretary’s acquisition of the land.
The Court reasoned that Patchak
was not claiming any competing interest in the Gun Lake land, so the
claim was not barred by the Quiet
Title Act (“QTA”), and that he had
asserted an interest “arguably within
the zone of interests” protected or
regulated under the Administrative
Procedure Act (“APA”). As a result,
the case has been sent back to the

T
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Artist rendering of Gun Lake Casino

Michigan trial court for litigation on
the merits.
Pertinent case background: The
Secretary of the Interior took the
subject land into trust for the Tribe
in 2009. Patchak challenged the land
acquisition by contending that the
Tribe was not a federally recognized
tribe as of 1934 (when the Indian
Reorganization Act was enacted).
The suit was filed prior to the
Supreme Court’s ruling in Carcieri v.
Salazar, 129 S. Ct. 1058 (2009).
Patchak supported his standing
claim by asserting the Gun Lake
casino would increase traffic and
crime and irreversibly change the
area’s rural quality. The Michigan
trial court refused to divest the government of title to the land and permitted the Tribe to develop its
casino, which has been successfully
operating since 2011.

The Supreme Court, however,
concluded that the QTA was not applicable and therefore did not void
the sovereign immunity waiver provided by the APA. The Court determined that Patchak was not claiming
a right, title or interest in the land,
but he was instead seeking a declaration that the government was not
entitled to any such right, title or interest in that land. With the QTA
argument deemed inapplicable, the
Court then only needed to consider
whether the government was subject to a lawsuit under the APA. The
Court found that Patchak did have
sufficient “prudential standing” to
pursue his claim based on their view
that the differences between “land
acquisition” and “land use” were
immaterial.
Dissenting Justice Sonia Sotomayor
believes the ruling ironically will per-

mit persons with tenuous conhas rendered a positive deternections to Indian lands to chalmination that the Tribe meets
lenge
the
government’s In addition to having the “under federal jurisdiction”
acquisition of those lands, a significant impact test), Mashpee Wampanoag in
whereas persons who actually
on Native American Massachusetts, and Shinnecock
may have “right, title or interTribe in New York. Litigation
tribes and the
est” in those Indian lands are
on the merits of the Patchak
gaming industry
barred from bringing such
case could take years, making it
in general, Indian
claims. Further, the governgaming continues less likely that the Gun Lake
ment’s land into trust decisions
to make significant Casino will ultimately be shut
may now be subjected to the contributions to the down. However, there certainly
APA’s six-year statute of limitaare concerns that the decision
U.S. economy.
tions, which could have a chillwill inhibit would-be investors
ing effect on tribal development.
who might otherwise lend to
The majority acknowledged
tribes or invest in gaming projthat Sotomayor’s argument was
ects. Additionally, this decision
“not without force” but expressly left that to be could increase the likelihood that anti-gamworked out by Congress.
ing groups will oppose land into trust acquiThe Court’s decision has been viewed as a sitions – particularly since the new six-year
“game changer” by many tribal gaming ob- window will give such interests more time to
servers. Prior to September of 2011, the De- raise necessary support and capital) – all of
partment of the Interior had only approved which could impact proposed casino develfive “off reservation” land acquisitions for opment or other economic development on
gaming purposes. Since that time, the Depart- tribal lands. In short, the Patchak decision
ment has issued four favorable determinations means that the time for getting a casino up
– (1) Enterprise Rancheria (CA); (2) North and running will be greatly increased, and
Fork Rancheria (CA); (3) Keweenaw Bay In- the costs will be considerably higher. As a redian Community (MI); and (4) Ione Band (CA) sult, the return on investment in future tribal
(the latter was determined under the restored projects will likely be reduced for both the
tribe exception). The Enterprise and North tribe and its developers/financiers.
Fork situations require specific concurrence by
In addition to the Patchak decision setthe Governor of California, who is expected ting up what could be a difficult roadblock for
to make his decision by late August. Rather further expansion of tribal gaming, both Calthan going the Department route, the Graton ifornia’s Diane Feinstein and Arizona’s John
Rancheria (CA) is moving forward with casino McCain are pushing bills to stop off-reservaplans based upon Congressional legislation tion casinos. At the same time, however, there
placing the land into trust for the tribe. Ke- have been continuing efforts in Congress to
weenaw Bay also requires concurrence from enact a “Carcieri Fix”.
the Michigan Governor.
How the Patchak proceedings ultimately
The Supreme Court in Patchak did not are resolved as the merits unfold remain unrule on the Carcieri implications – leaving known. Indeed, many observers believe there
that open for further debate. Pending tribal is little or no merit to Patchak’s claims. Nevgaming projects that could be impacted by ertheless, in the interim, the expansion of
this decision include the Cowlitz Tribe in tribal gaming will certainly be impeded in
Washington (currently in litigation over light of the new tools provided to casino opCarcieri even though the Department already ponents by this Supreme Court ruling. ♣
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INTERNATIONAL

Confusion in Europe
The European Commission makes progress towards greater liberalisation
in online gambling while the UK proposes a step back
By David Zeffman
n the coming months the
European Commission will
publish its much anticipated
action plan on online gambling.
The basis for the action plan was a
report on online gambling in the
internal market which was approved
by the European Parliament in
November 2011 (the “Report“) and
which called for greater co-ordination
in the regulation of online gambling
across the European Union (“EU“).
As in the US, where there is no
harmonised federal online gambling
legislation, EU Member States can
and do regulate this complex area
very differently, with many choosing
to impose restrictions on foreign
operators’ activities, a practice which,
in many cases, conflicts with the
fundamental freedoms provided for
by EU law. Although the European
Commission’s action plan is likely to
stop well short of recommending a
European legislative framework
which would overcome such conflicts
of law, Michel Barnier, the European
Commissioner respons-ible for
gambling, has on several occasions in
recent months expressed his
commitment to pursue Member
States whose regulatory approach to
gambling continues to infringe EU
law.

I
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It is against this relatively
progressive backdrop at an EU-level
that the UK is planning to introduce
restrictions on online gambling
operators in the form of new tax and
regulatory burdens. These proposed
changes will have the effect of the
once confidently liberal UK regime
partially closing its doors to
competitive and consumer-friendly
online gambling. The apparent
reversal towards de-liberalisation in
the UK leaves the government open
to challenge under EU law, something
which has already been recognised by
many in the industry. In this article we
take a closer look at developments at
the EU level and consider whether

proposed legislative changes in the
UK can be reconciled with a call for
closer cross-border cooperation
between European Member States.

A new action plan for European
online gambling

The Report approved by the
European Parliament last November
was prepared by the Committee on
the Internal Market and Consumer
Protection which was chaired by
German MEP, Jürgen Creutzmann.
The Committee’s investigation ran
parallel to the Commission’s Green
Paper consultation and collected
views from across the industry. The
Report’s overarching argument is for

greater coordination in the regulation of online
gambling across the EU, and its
recommendations range from a call for a
European Directive on consumer protection
and betting fraud to a request for common
standards on licensing. While recognising that
the unique nature of gambling as a service may
justify regulation at individual Member Statelevel, the Report suggests that a lack of
coordination between Member States distorts
the competitive environment, permits grey and
black market gambling to thrive on the internet,
and fails to protect potentially vulnerable
gambling consumers.
In particular, the Report urged the
European Commission to pursue more
vigorously Member States whose national
gambling legislation is inconsistent with EU
law and, importantly, this is a recommendation
which appears to have been taken seriously by
Michel Barnier. Speaking before the European
Parliament in late June, Mr. Barnier stated that
a key part of the upcoming action plan will
include re-activating proceedings, some of
which stretch back as far as 2008, against a
number of infringing Member States. This is
also very significant for those countries such as
the UK which are now proposing changes to
their legislative frameworks, as all changes to
national gambling laws need to be noticed to
the Commission before they are implemented.
Accordingly, we can expect that the
Commission will be even more vigilant in using
this opportunity to raise any objections in
advance of legislation being enacted in order to
avoid infringement proceedings further down
the line.
The Report was also welcomed by
gambling operators for its recommendations in
favour of an EU-wide approach to online
gambling regulation, in stark contrast to the
2009 Schaldemose Report - also approved by
the European Parliament - which warned
against regulation at an EU level. While this is

without doubt a significant shift in the right
direction, it is understood that proposals for
EU-wide legislation on online gambling will
not be included in the action plan, which is
disappointing (although not unexpected) news
for online operators.
However, Mr. Barnier has undertaken to
foster a collaborative dialogue between the
national gambling regulators of EU Member
States in order to overcome the apparent lack
of trust that exists between these bodies and to
encourage increased cooperation, something
national gambling regulators are apparently
taking seriously. The French regulator, ARJEL,
and the UK Gambling Commission have
recently signed a memorandum of
understanding to formalise cooperation and
information sharing. This follows on from
ARJEL agreeing a similar arrangement with
AAMS, the Italian regulator.

A step back for the UK

The UK, since the Gambling Act 2005 came
into force on 1 September 2007, has been the
most open gambling market in the EU. Under
this regime, registered operators in other EEA
Member States, Gibraltar or ‘White List’
jurisdictions - namely, Tasmania, the Isle of
Man and Alderney - can offer gambling services
to UK citizens and may lawfully advertise their
services in the UK subject to the advertising
rules. Currently, operators licensed in the UK
pay a gross profits tax of fifteen per cent, while
operators based offshore pay tax where they are
licensed at generally much lower levels. As a
result, the majority of UK-facing remote
gambling operators are now established in
jurisdictions such as Gibraltar, Alderney and
the Isle of Man where they can lawfully target
UK customers, while paying taxes which are
materially lower than those in the UK.
The main beneficiaries of the UK’s
approach to regulation are UK punters who
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The proposed changes raise significant issues from an
EU law perspective. Firstly, the European Courts have held that
financial objectives such as increasing tax revenues are not
legitimate grounds for justifying restrictive measures.
However, the proposed changes to the licensing regime cannot
stand alone without some form of justification, but there is
no evidence to suggest that the existing licensing regime
for remote gambling ‘doesn’t work’.

Continued from previous page

have access to an extremely
competitive online gambling marketplace. Indeed, the UK is the world’s
largest legal online gaming market
(although is likely to be soon overtaken
by Italy). The UK’s online gambling
population is generally quite
sophisticated with many holding
accounts with multiple operators in
order to take advantage of the best
available deals. Given the fierce
competition between them, the
operators themselves are working to
increasingly low margins.
The UK Government is working
on two strands of change to gambling
policy. The first involves changes to
the licensing regime which would
require operators based in overseas
jurisdictions - who are targeting UK
consumers - to be licensed by the UK
Gambling Commission. In July of last
year, the Gambling Minister stated:
The current system for remote
gambling doesn’t work. Overseas
operators get an unfair advantage
over UK-based companies, and
British consumers who gamble online
may have little or no protection
depending on where the operator they
deal with happens to be based. So our
new proposals are an important step
to help address concerns about
problem gambling and to plug a
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regulatory gap, ensuring a much
more consistent and high level of
protection for those people in the UK
who gamble online.

The second proposed change,
which is seen by many as the main
impetus for the proposed licensing
modifications,
involves
the
introduction of a ‘point of
consumption’ tax, which would require
online companies, wherever based, to
pay duty on all of their UK customers.
The planned date for the introduction
of this tax is December 2014.
The proposed changes raise
significant issues from an EU law
perspective. Firstly, the European
Courts have held that financial
objectives such as increasing tax
revenues are not legitimate grounds
for justifying restrictive measures.
However, the proposed changes to the
licensing regime cannot stand alone
without some form of justification, but
there is no evidence to suggest that the
existing licensing regime
for remote gambling
‘doesn’t work’. A

recent consultation carried out by the
Department for Culture, Media and
Sport failed to prove the case for any
regulatory change. In restricting the
list of countries in which operators
can be licensed to certain approved
territories, the UK gambling regime
has already succeeded in ensuring that
operators are subject to strict
regulatory scrutiny. Without being
able to demonstrate a sufficient
justification for the taxation changes in
this manner, UK gambling policy will,
for the first time, be open to challenge
under EU law.
In addition to these legal hurdles,
the Government also faces the
prospect that a place of consumption
tax will increase black market
gambling, drive some operators to
divert their business to other
jurisdictions and force others out of
business altogether. All of which is
likely to mean a worse - not better deal for UK punters. Given that the
proposed policy changes would, in
effect, close one of the EU’s only fully
open markets in the EU, it is expected
that it will face significant challenges
both from the European Commission
and from gambling operators whose
businesses will be severely impacted in
the event that the new policy is
implemented. ♣

SPAIN

Recent Developments
and Market Diagnosis
The run up: rumors, rush and back tax payments
By Cristina Romero de Alba
he Rumor: Beginning
in late December 2012, the
Spanish General Directorate of
Gaming Regulation and Supervision (Dirección General de Ordenación del
Juego (“DGOJ”), planned to approve
licenses following an unusually speedy
legislative and administrative procedure with an unceasing trickle of papers,
guidelines, and regulations released almost
every week. The reality: The DGOJ never
met the ambitious time frame..
Then it was mid-March, then late May…
until news of the Tax Authorities, specifically,
the ONIF1 came out.
Next: Bwin, Sportingbet, Betfair, Pokerstars, 888 and others had filed self-assessments
regarding gaming back taxes and suddenly
paid several millions of Euros to the Spanish
Tax Office. These actions were quite surprising, considering that, just a few months prior,
those very same operators had stated that their
tax obligations were clear and up to date when
applying for licenses for their newly created
entities. The “new” entities were nonetheless
100 percent owned by the parent companies
and were, naturally, intended to carry on with
their Spanish business.
Even so, it seems that the competent authorities, both the DGOJ and the Tax Office,
are still keeping an eye on this issue and that
the last word has not been spoken.

T

In addition, in
late March both the
Director and the
Deputy Director
of the DGOJ were
removed from office.
Mr. Enrique Alejo, the new
General Director and Mr.
Carlos Hernández, the new Deputy
Director for Gaming Regulation, seem to be
grasping the market very quickly. They have
already announced that they intend to conduct
a thorough review and reform of current
regulations. In particular, they will review
the licensing process and the regulation of
advertising and sponsorship, in order to
streamline market dynamics to preserve fair
competition in the newly regulated environment and to start a strict clampdown on
illegal operators.
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And, finally, it was the 1st of June
and it will (predictably) be the
1st October 2012

On 31st May, the DGOJ issued a regulatory
statement to clarify that the transfer of any
kind of funds, deposits, client data, user
accounts or registration details of Spanish
clients from previously operated “.com” websites to the newly created “.es” domains continued to be strictly prohibited. As a

Continued on next page
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consequence, any operator which conducted unlicensed business in Spain in
prior years was banned from using the
data gathered from Spanish customers
during that period. The DGOJ is now
keeping a close watch on this particular
issue, as it seems that these regulations
may not have been fully respected.
Finally, big news came out on the
1st of June 2012: federal igaming licenses were awarded by the DGOJ, although on a conditional basis only, to a
total of fifty-four licensees (out of
fifty-nine initial applicants). This
group is essentially composed of landbased operators, the big online operators, and media and telecom groups.
By the 1st October 2012, these 54
provisionally licensed operators will
have to present the DGOJ with definitive verification and certification reports from authorized gaming labs.
This regulatory obligation is turning
into a Herculean task (and that’s probably an understatement).
Although licenses were officially
handed out on June 1, the date operations could start was June 5, and the
new sanctions and infringements regulatory came into force on June 15.
This three-step introduction of the
new regulatory arena is, to say the
least, dubious. It will, in all likelihood,
lead to the DGOJ facing many
problems, and operators
eventually

being sanctioned for their activities
during this period.

Publication of the 2011
Report of the DGOJ

The DGOJ issued its annual report on
the gaming industry for the year 2011
in mid-July 2012. Key takeaways are:
total amounts wagered EUR 26,585
million, down 2.8 percent from 2010,
total GGR EUR 9,244 million, down
1.4 percent from 2010. Online gaming
still makes up less than 10 percent of
the total gaming market, and the products of SELAE (the Spanish lottery)
continue to have the biggest chunk of
the market.
2011 was a year of reshaping gaming offerings and operators, which was
caused by the drop in disposable income of consumers and the influx of
online gaming opportunities during the
past years. According to the DGOJ, the
influx of online gaming has substantially impacted the market share of
land based operators.

EuroVegas – a year of eyes
on Mr. Adelson

Time has passed, and we can all recall
those first days of hope that the billion Euro forecast and massive developments would come to fruition and
lead to positive growth in the Spanish
employment rate, tourism, real estate
and entertainment industries. A year
later, none of these projections have
become a reality or are even well on
track to become one.
Today, the emerging story

regarding the potential location of the
so-called EuroVegas destination resort
complex in Spain is taking its
umpteenth turn. The location is, apparently, being decided “imminently”,
despite the latest news pointing towards
a late September announcement. Last
June 25, representatives of Las Vegas
Sands (“LVS”) visited four prospective
sites in both Madrid and Barcelona.
Led by Michael Leven, the LVS delegation stressed the need for the financing
of the project, which would require approximately EUR 5 billion credit
(around 65 percent of the overall cost)
to be syndicated amongst Spanish and
Spain-based international banks. Current turmoil in the European financial
markets and the Euro, especially as far
as Spain is concerned, seems too big a
hurdle to overcome. Nonetheless, it
seems that LVS has not changed its
mind. The recent financial rescue of the
Autonomous Region of Catalonia and
the enduring efforts of Esperanza
Aguirre, President of the Region of
Madrid, to partially lift the smoking ban
may have tilted the scale slightly over
to Madrid’s side. Or maybe not? Too
many unknowns are on the table and
the credibility of the project is, yet
again, being called into question.

Let’s not forget the Regions

The Spanish Autonomous Regions,
which are individually empowered by
the Constitution to regulate and supervise gaming within their respective territories, have launched themselves into
a modernization process to keep pace

“

Time has passed, and we can all recall those first days
of hope that the billion Euro forecast and massive
developments would come to fruition and lead to positive growth
in the Spanish employment rate, tourism, real estate and
entertainment industries. A year later, none of these projections
have become a reality or are even well on track to become one.
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with evolving technology and demands
from the industry. A landmark ruling
issued by the Spanish Constitutional
Court in May 2012 opened the door to
the possibility of inter-connecting
gaming offering among several Regions. This ruling has provided the
ultimate boost to the Regions’ aim to
re-vitalize the sector and push towards a regulatory landscape that will
allow the development of convergent
operations (online and offline) and the
establishment of a modern, competitive, responsible and transparent gaming offering.

Where are we headed?

It seems a bit early for an accurate market diagnosis, but currently, only
twenty-six of the licensed operators
have been able to launch operations on
“.es” websites.

The launch of only twenty-six
“.es” websites is a fair indicator of the
uneven competitive conditions that
have resulted from the rush towards licensing started by the prior administration and the many flaws in the
current regulations. It is obvious that
those operators that were unlicensed
and present in the Spanish market over
the last several years have developed a
better, and probably unfair, competitive
advantage. The advantages will ultimately be assessed by the courts, the
DGOJ, and relevant competition authorities in the coming months.
Operators who had refrained from
carrying on unlicensed online gaming
in Spain to date are now faced with the
reality that they are, from a technical,
marketing and financial perspective, unable to match current competitive conditions in the short term, if ever.

On the regulatory side, social gaming and regulation of exchange betting
are the two hot topics that are next in
line for discussion. However, the discussions of these subjections appear to
be more aspirational than a short term
reality. As the new competitive environment unfolds, opportunities will unquestionably arise for investors looking
for cheap licenses, mergers and acquisition opportunities, or vertical integration opportunities. The new investors
have a vision for testing Spain as the
bridge to a much bigger market: Latin
America. ♣
The ONIF is the department in charge
of fraud investigation. The ONIF has been
conducting inquiries on online operators that
had been conducting unlicensed business in
Spain over the last years.
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One Cup of Coffee
Gambling, Social Games and
Virtual Currency in Canadian Law
By Michael D. Lipton and Jack Tadman
“If you would know the value of
money, go and try to borrow some.”
—Benjamin Franklin,
Poor Richard’s Almanack

n order for a game to be considered a gambling game for the
purposes of the Canadian Criminal Code (the “Code”), that game
must be a game of chance or mixed
chance and skill2 in which the participants have a chance to both win and
lose money or money’s worth.
Social games are “structured activities which have contextual rules
through which users can engage with
one another. Social games must be
multiplayer and have one or more of
the following features: are turn-based,
are based on social platforms for providing users with an identity and are
casual.”3
Virtual goods are objects such as
characters, items, currencies and tokens that exist inside online games and
hangouts.4 Virtual currency is currency used to buy virtual goods.
Social games invariably include
virtual currency. Virtual currency can
be purchased for real money and
bought and sold for real money on the
black market (albeit contrary to the
social game’s terms of use).
If a social game, which is also a
game of mixed chance and skill, is

I
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structured in a way so that players
have a chance to both win and lose
virtual currency, is the game considered a gambling game?

Chances Are:
When is a Prize not a Prize?

“Winning and losing money or money’s

worth must be a result, direct or indirect,
of wagering or hazarding a stake prior
to or during the game.”
– Justice Lamer, Di Pietro

“Chance” for the purpose of the
gaming and betting provisions of the
code was summarized as follows: “not
the unpredictables that may occasionally defeat skill but the systematic
resort to chance involved in many
games such as the throw of dice, the
deal of cards.”5
The requirement that participants
have a chance to win and lose money
or money’s worth was addressed in Di
Pietro. In Di Pietro, the Supreme Court
of Canada held that a cup of coffee,
purchased at the end of the evening by
the losers of a card game for the winners, was not sufficient to constitute
“putting up a stake”. According to the
Court, the players:
had merely, in a sense, found a
convenient way for taking turns
at who would purchase drinks
which they would normally con-

sume as part of the evening’s
amusement. The winners were
not eligible to win any sort of
prize, as the cups of coffee that
were being consumed on the
premises as part of the evening’s
entertainment would not qualify
as such. The fact that someone
else might pay for the coffee was
not, in my respectful view, an indication that the participants
were winning money or money’s
worth.6

Rat Race:
Real Costs of Virtual Goods

“The real price of everything…
is the toil and trouble of acquiring it.”
– Adam Smith

The prevailing view with respect to
social gaming sites that involve games
of chance or games of mixed chance
and skill is that as long as the prizes to
be obtained are virtual, players are not
able to win money or money’s worth.
However, if the virtual currency has a
monetary value, players may stand to
both win and lose money or money’s
worth.
Assuming that that the value of a
good refers to the worth of that item
as determined by the market, virtual
currency has a real cash value. Virtual
currency can be purchased, either law-

fully from the game operator or from a third
party on the black market. Virtual currency can
also be obtained through gameplay.
Buying and selling virtual goods emerged
in the late 1990’s when players from Massively
Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games
(MMORPGs) traded virtual items on eBay. As
of 2009, the “gold farming” industry (selling
virtual goods to third parties) was valued at
more than US $3 billion.7
In 2011, a British man was convicted of
theft after stealing over 400 billion poker chips
from the game Zynga Poker. Zynga valued the
amount of the chips stolen at US $12M. In
this case, the court recognized virtual currency
as legal property which can be protected by
criminal laws in the United Kingdom.
If virtual currency is legal property, it follows that it must have some monetary value.
If virtual currency has some monetary value,
then there is a monetary value associated with
winning and losing virtual currency.8 For example, consider a social gaming site that offers
free poker. Players at that site have a chance to
both win and lose money’s worth. The prize is
more poker chips, which could potentially be
sold on the black market. It should be noted
that social gaming sites prohibit unauthorized
resale of virtual currency; however, the practice of reselling virtual currency is widespread.

One Cup of Coffee: When is the exchange
of virtual currency a “stake”?

As it appears to me, the object of our statute
is not to prohibit the purchase of mints or other
similar articles or to prohibit harmless
amusement that costs nothing, or to prohibit
playing for love, but rather to abolish the
temptation and convenience which common
gaming resorts afford to the inhabitants of the
Commonwealth for injuring their fortunes by
losing their money in gaming at such resort.
– Justice Masten, R. v. Wilkes

In Di Pietro, the Supreme Court held that a
cup of coffee bought by the losers of a card
game (at the end of the evening) for the winners was insufficient to constitute a prize, despite the fact that a cup of coffee has a value
attached to it.9
As part of its analysis, the Court looked
at the spirit of the law:
People did not go to the Di Pietro’s to
win drinks, but to play cards. Playing
cards was not a means to an end, winning
money or money’s worth, but an end in
itself. The whole evening of playing
cards was more in the nature of amusement than in the nature of betting and
gaming as defined by the common law
and by the Criminal Code.10

Di Pietro provides evidence that the
Supreme Court favours a flexible, contextual
approach to determinations of money or
money’s worth. The Supreme Court distinguishes between activities which are “in the nature of amusement” and activities which are
in the nature of betting and gaming. Are social
(gambling) games played for the sake of the
game or to win money or money’s worth?
Canadian courts have also held that a
vending machine that charged five cents to dispense mints and occasionally dispensed a token
in addition to the mint that could be redeemed
for a “humorous legend”11 and a pinball machine where the only prize was a free game did
not constitute gaming for the purposes of the
Code.12
Is obtaining virtual currency by playing a
social game a harmless amusement? Does the
use of virtual currency facilitate the playing
of social games, or is the point of a social game
to obtain virtual currency? Is the value of virtual currency insufficient to be considered a
stake? Is it relevant that social gaming sites
prohibit the resale of their virtual currency,
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PLAYING BY THE RULES
A Global Perspective on Gaming Regulation

I

Tackling the problem of match-fixing?
By Susan Hensel and Birgitte Sand

n May the police raided the training camp of the
Italian EURO2012 side putting players under
investigation and arresting seventeen people on suspicions of match-fixing. This is just one of the latest events in the history of match-fixing, which stretches
back as far as the Olympics of the Classical era where allegations of athletes taking bribes to lose a competition
were common. Even in the United States, national leagues
have long come under scrutiny for deliberately throwing
games, the most infamous example a 1919 attempt by
Chicago White Sox players to fix the World Series.
In recent years match-fixing, particularly that linked
with sports betting, has risen high on the political
agenda, in particular in Europe where the issue is regularly raised in the European Parliament and the Council
of Europe. Both FIFA (Federation Internationale de
Football Associations) and the IOC (International
Olympic Committee) have pointed to growing concern
about sports betting integrity with the IOC suggesting
the problem was greater than doping.
But unlike doping, sports betting corruption cannot
be detected by a simple blood or urine test. Nor can it be
eliminated simply by outlawing betting on events as there
is a large illegal betting market. Opinions differ on
whether restrictions on the type of bets or events on which
bets can be made would reduce the risk of sports betting
corruption or increase illicit betting. Certainly deciding
which bets to ban and which not to ban is likely to be a
very resource demanding and difficult task, but what is
clear is that jurisdictions cannot tackle sports betting
corruption effectively in isolation. Those behind the
corruption, those organizing the sporting events, the
sporting participants and the sources of funds often come
26
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from different countries. Nearly all licensed operators
offer betting on matches outside the jurisdiction in which
they hold a licence; they may even operate from an
entirely different country from where they hold their
license. The authorities in the licensing jurisdiction will
not have enforcement rights over most of the parties
involved e.g. the athletes, the organizers of the matchfixing or even the betting customers.
International cooperation between sports bodies,
betting operators, gambling regulators, the police and
other regulatory bodies that might be responsible for
sports activities such as the Ministries of Culture and
Sports is needed if the risks are to be minimised. Initiatives taken by international institutions such as the
IOC, the Council of Europe and the European Commission highlight the need for concerted action by sports
governing bodies, betting operators and regulators and
law enforcement bodies to prevent, deter and disrupt
those intent on corrupting sports for betting purposes.
Good governance at all levels in sports bodies which
supports a culture of integrity and deters players and
officials from participating in match or event fixing by
strict rules and effective sanctions such as fines and bans
can be supported and reinforced by betting operators
and regulators. Working together betting operators and
regulators can provide intelligence to law enforcement
bodies on unusual and suspicious betting transactions,
suspend or void markets, and build up and share intelligence on suspected perpetrators. Regulators can insist
on information sharing by their licensees and on betting
terms and conditions that reinforce sports bodies’ betting restrictions and rules on use of inside information.
Betting bans for certain categories of individuals (ath-

“

Good governance
at all levels in sports
bodies which supports
a culture of integrity
and deters players
and officials from
participating in match
or event fixing by strict
rules and effective
sanctions such as fines
and bans can be
supported and reinforced
by betting operators
and regulators.

letes, sports officials, executives and employees of
betting companies) and
rules against use of inside
information are part of the
preventative jigsaw. Operators cannot be expected
to identify those breaching
the rules in real time but
proving breaches of these sufficiently for civil remedies such
as fines or banning of sports people and refusal to pay out or
refund stakes after the event can be quicker and more straight
forward than proving match fixing for criminal gain.
Tackling match-fixing calls therefore for global efforts
based on a commonly agreed framework to prevent, detect
and deal with the matter with the long-term goal of establishing a global early warning system providing timely warnings to relevant authorities.
Bodies such as the International Association of Gaming Advisors (IAGA) and the International Masters of
Gaming Law (IMGL) together with more regionally based
organisations such as the North American Gaming Association (NAGRA) and the Gaming Regulators European
Forum (GREF) have a key role to play in fostering cooperation and sharing good practice. Sharing experience and
expertise internationally is critical and will facilitate coherence between local regulatory initiatives and the ongoing work of the IOC and other international
institutions. IAGR’s forthcoming conference in Singapore
will include a session on sports betting integrity and the
lessons that can be learned from the 2012 Olympics more
generally for major sporting events.
As members of the IAGR we support and look forward to participating in the common fight against matchfixing and the important international cooperation in
securing a legal and safe gambling market. ♣

”
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>> ONE CUP OF COFFEE
Continued from page 25

meaning that virtual currency can only be
bought from or sold to third parties contrary to
a game’s terms and conditions?
The interaction between virtual currency
and social gaming has blurred the lines between
gaming and gambling. Some countries, such as
South Korea and China, have elected to regulate
the sale of virtual goods (including currency).
Regulating the sale of virtual currency implies
that virtual currency has a monetary value. If
virtual currency has a monetary value, and it is
staked by a player in a game of chance or mixed
chance and skill, that player could lose money or
money’s worth. If virtual currency is used as a
prize, a player could win money or money’s
worth. Thus, social gaming which involves a
game of chance or mixed chance and skill and
uses virtual currency as consideration and as a
prize would satisfy the Canadian test for gambling, namely that a game must be a game of
chance or mixed chance and skill in which the
participants have a chance to both win and lose
money or money’s worth. ♣

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.
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5
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socialgames/
6
V. Lehdonvirta, ‘Virtual item sales as a revenue model:
identifying attributes that drive purchase decisions”,
Electronic Commerce Research. 9, 1-2, 2009.
7
Supra note 4 at para. 26.
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9
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Supra note 4 at para 29.
15
Supra note 13 at para 8.
16
R. v. Zippilli (1980) 54 C.C.C. (2d) 481 (Ont. C.A.)
[hereinafter Zippilli].
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ach year, IMGL honors and recognizes outstanding gaming regulators who have made significant
contributions to gaming law, the industry, and to their respective jurisdictions. For 2012, IMGL has chosen
Jamie Hummingbird, Director at the Cherokee Nation Gaming Commission as Gaming Regulator of the Year, Indian Country,
and Kevin O’Toole, Executive Director of
the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board as
Regulator of the Year, Americas. These
two distinguished gentlemen join the ranks
of IMGL past award recipients, a notable
achievement. To be recognized by one’s
peers for major contributions to the gaming
industry is not only indicative of the recipient’s career and professional accomplishments but also indicative of his personal
integrity and character. IMGL recognizes
the achievements, contributions, integrity
and service of its chosen regulators and
congratulates Jamie Hummingbird and
Kevin O’Toole for their accomplishment of
IMGL’s mission of “Advancing Gaming
Law through Education.”

E
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GAMING REGULATOR OF THE YEAR, INDIAN COUNTRY:

JAMIE HUMMINGBIRD
amie Hummingbird became Director of the Commission at the
Cherokee Nation in 1998. He has served as the Chairperson of
the National Tribal Gaming Commissioners’ Regulators Association and remains active in the National Indian Gaming Association, the Oklahoma Indian Gaming Association, and the Oklahoma
Tribal Gaming Regulators Association. Mr. Hummingbird works
tirelessly for these organizations, and the recommendations of his
peers who have known him professionally and personally praise his
exceptional intelligence, integrity and character.
When Mr. Hummingbird assumed the role of Director of the
Cherokee Nation, he had one staff member, oversaw three bingo
halls that employed four hundred people and had very few electronic
machines. Under his directorship, the Cherokee nation has opened
additional facilities in northeast Oklahoma, growth augmented by
the Tribal-State Compact that was approved in 2005. The evolution of the properties now includes the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino
and a staff of sixty-nine, overseeing the activities of over four thousand employees, over fifty-five hundred gaming machines, and eighty
table games across ten locations.
When asked about his position as Director of the Cherokee Nation, Mr. Hummingbird responded:
My current position has been my ideal job for the last fourteen
years. I have been able to experience things that I never thought I

J

“

As I have said many times in the past,
and will continue to impress upon
people – we do what we do not because
a state or federal government tells us
what we need to do, we do what we
do because we owe it to our tribal
citizens to protect what is theirs.
—Jamie Hummingbird

would, have been able to meet and work with the brightest
minds in the industry, and have been able to help other fellow
regulators – what’s not to love? I look forward to coming to
work most of the time.
Jamie Hummingbird considers being honored by his
team with a leadership award at a recent all staff meeting to
be his greatest achievement in his career. He has also received one of the highest honors in the Indian gaming regulatory industry when he was elected as Chairman of the
National Tribal Gaming Commissioners/Regulators in
2006. He also received the Bruce Longhorn award for excellence in regulation from the National Indian Gaming Association that same year. Jamie says, “I have been fortunate
to have been able to participate in a number of important
tribal advisory committees with the NIGC and have appeared before Congress on two occasions. But being recognized by those with whom you serve – that has a special place
in my heart.”
In discussing the challenges he faces as a regulator, Jamie
Hummingbird states:
For me, the most difficult thing to overcome is the lack
of awareness and understanding of what Indian gaming is
all about and what it is we, as regulators, actually do to protect the industry. Often times, these misconceptions are held
by those setting Indian gaming policy who feel that tribes
cannot be completely trusted to govern themselves. As I
have said many times in the past, and will continue to impress upon people – we do what we do not because a state or

”

federal government tells us what we need to do, we do what
we do because we owe it to our tribal citizens to protect what
is theirs.
As to the challenges facing regulators in general, Mr.
Hummingbird cites the ever changing landscape of the industry and the challenge of coming up with ways to respond
to new developments in technology that allow the gaming
facilities to enhance revenue generation while at the same
time providing the proper level of regulation. Furthermore,
he says that the industry has seen unbelievable growth since
electronic machines came into Indian country and, looking
further down the Internet superhighway, the challenges regulators face will continue to keep them awake at night.
Jamie Hummingbird’s philosophy as a regulator is to
achieve balance. He states, “We are not here to be a friend to
operations; nor are we here to be their adversary.” In achieving balance, Jamie works to assure that the interests of the
ultimate beneficiaries of the gaming facilities – the tribal citizens – are protected. He states, “Sometimes the desire to
maximize profits and the need for proper protections don’t
equal the same. “ His goal is not to forsake the “integrity of
the operation just to make a dollar nor to put unnecessary
obstacles in the way of business.” For Jamie, achieving balance leads to success.
Jamie Hummingbird has always known his purpose is to
serve his tribe, but says that it wasn’t until he began his career with the Gaming Commission that he truly found his
calling. Seeing the benefits that come from gaming facilities
and the impact they have on tribal citizens and communities,
and knowing the role he has played and continues to play in
protecting those benefits, has-for him-been very fulfilling.
Finally, Jamie Hummingbird’s advice to gaming attorneys and those involved in the gaming industry is to maintain your vigilance. He strongly believes that regulators have
a responsibility to “keep a watchful eye over operations to ensure that the integrity of the games and the Nation is not
compromised.” His final advice is to keep up the good fight.
CASINO LAWYER • FALL 2012
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REGULATOR OF THE YEAR, AMERICAS:

KEVIN O’TOOLE
evin O’Toole, International Masters of Gaming Law Regulator of the Year for the Americas, has been the Executive
Director of the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board since
June 2009. Mr. O’Toole has led the Board through the execution, coordination and direction of all activities related to the regulation of gaming in the 300-employee agency. During his
leadership, he has worked to define and refine the operations of
the Board to assure that it fulfills its mission to provide effective
regulatory oversight to the eleven casinos operating in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. He has worked closely with the
state legislature to develop and amend Pennsylvania’s Race Horse
Development and Gaming Act. Mr. O’Toole led the agency in
the implementation of table games in July 2010, and currently
all of the state’s casinos have transitioned from slots-only operations to full-service casinos which offer table games and poker.
Mr. O’Toole began his career as a regulator while in his final
year at the Rutgers University School of Law-Camden in early
1981. New Jersey was beginning to implement casino gaming,
and the state’s gaming enforcement recruiters enlisted Mr.
O’Toole to be an investigative agent. After passing the bar, he
was sworn in as Deputy Attorney General for the New Jersey
Division of Gaming Enforcement. This early experience included litigation in license revocation leading to valuable insight
regarding casino operations. This experience combined with his
business education led to an early interest in accounting and internal control regulations. Of this early experience, Mr. O’Toole
states, “The casinos provided me with great motivation. You tend

K
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“

The regulator’s challenge, in my view,
is to find the right balance that supports
operator discretion while preserving that fair
gaming experience to the public.
—Kevin O’Toole

”

to learn more and become a better attorney from the cases you
lose.” Based on the recommendations and recognition of his
peers, he indeed learned his craft quite well.
Following his early experience in New Jersey, Mr. O’Toole
accepted the position of executive director for the Oneida Indian
Nation Gaming Commission in 1997 where he oversaw approximately sixty-five regulators. With his office located at the Turning Stone Resort Casino in New York, he was able to observe
gaming operations on a daily basis. Of this experience, Mr.
O’Toole sates that he “gained an appreciation of the importance of
incorporating operator discretion and flexibility into a system of
regulation that does not compromise individual accountability or
strong internal controls.” During this time, Mr. O’Toole also participated on the National Indian Gaming Commission’s Advisory
Committee to develop the Minimum Internal Control Standards,
many of which are still relied upon by tribal commissions today.
One of the greatest challenges and most rewarding experiences for Mr. O’Toole as Executive Director of the Pennsylvania
Gaming Control Board is working collectively with the legislature, the Board and the casino management teams to implement
a new industry in the state. Under his leadership, the gaming industry has created more than 16,000 jobs and has generated $4
million per day in tax revenue to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Mr. O’Toole states that one of the challenges to gaming regulators today is to maintain a system of regulatory
oversight while supporting the public interest in having a fair
gaming experience, yet he believes that casino operators should
have broad discretion in selecting the types of games they offer
to the public and the rules for playing those games. He states,
“The regulator’s challenge, in my view, is to find the right balance that supports operator discretion while preserving that fair
gaming experience to the public.”
Mr. O’Toole sees his role of regulator as a public employee
who has an obligation to serve the jurisdiction that made the decision to offer legalized gaming and create a regulatory agency to
ensure that the public’s interests are protected. Based on his vast
experience, he states that regulators must continuously appreciate the need to be fully transparent in both their operations and
decision-making. During his career in New Jersey, New York and
now in Pennsylvania, Mr. O’Toole has made an outstanding contribution to gaming law and education, working with numerous
gaming executives and gaming attorneys. He states:
“These professional relationships have been great. The level
of cooperation and mutual respect between regulator and operator is outstanding, and I am confident it will continue to be that
way in the future.”
The IMGL congratulates both Mr. Hummingbird and Mr.
O’Toole on their outstanding accomplishments as regulators. ♣

IMPACTS OF THE STRUCTURE
OF THE CASINO INDUSTRY
by William N. Thompson, Ph.D.

Monopoly, Oligarchy, and
Open Markets for Casinos
mong the issues in the casino legalization process
has been the subject of whether casino establishments should be singular, monopolistic entities in a specific location, or if they should
operate in an open-market free, competitive manner. A middle ground approach finds venues allowing an oligopoly of
casinos.i While the structure of the industry is a major policy issue, little research attention has been given to the question of the impacts of structures upon casino operations.
Monopolies occur naturally, or they may be generated
by unfair competitive practices (called predatory practices)
by the larger enterprises in a market.ii They may also be
authorized by governmental action. Certain industries require massive investment in facilities and equipment before
they may offer their products for sale. Sufficient risk is incurred that the industry needs a certainty of sales revenue
and these industries gravitate toward monopoly status. Major
enterprises such as utilities (electrical and water works) seek
that certainty by winning governmental approval to operate
as monopolies. Government licensing provides an economic
security behind a producer of a product—electricity or
water—that is considered critical for the public.

A

In juxtaposition, governments themselves have set forth
laws prohibiting the operation of monopolies and the exercise of predatory practices by enterprises in most markets.
The most notable advantage of monopoly is that it enjoys economies of scale. By purchasing large quantities of
raw materials for conversion into its products, it can realize
low input costs for its operations. In sales it can avoid considerable costs involved with market advertising. By realizing higher profits, the enterprise can invest in technological
innovations that contribute to production of higher quality
products. iii
On the other hand, history reveals that monopolies do
the opposite—they fight innovation. Rather than spending
money on improving products, they transfer money from
higher prices to profits. As long as they control the market,
they have no incentive for market improvements. iv Nor do
they have incentives for improving the workforce by offering higher salaries, training, and factors that improve worker
motivation. They do not seek to improve customer service
because the threat of competition is not there.
The purpose of this article is to test the credibility of
the basic proposition that monopoly structures in the casino
industry are adverse to the interests of casino consumers. It
is hypothesized that (1) monopoly casinos offer artificially
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higher prices to customers, and (2) that monopoly casinos
offer their customers lower service quality by utilizing fewer
employees and by having fewer amenities at their gaming
properties.
At the start of 2012, thirteen states had commercial
casinos. In seven states a fixed number of casinos was operating either as monopolies or in an oligopoly structure. Six
other states allowed open competition with the possibility
of granting additional licenses.
This article compares price points and service attributes
of the seven “closed” states with the six “open” states. Further analysis examines individual casinos categorized as local
monopoly casinos or casinos located in competitive local
areas in four selected state venues.
Price points and service attributes include slot machine
payout percentages, numbers of employees, and quantities
of amenities including numbers of hotel rooms, volume of
convention space, and numbers of restaurants and entertainment facilities. (Data are from 2009 statistics).

There is one measure that can be used to assess casino
pricing. Slot machines make random payouts to players.
However, the odds that exist over long terms of play are
amazingly consistent. Of the thirteen state venues only
Michigan makes no public report of payoff percentages. The
reports typically list machines for each denomination as well
as the rates for all machines together in a casino.
(a) Monopolies and Slot Machine Payouts
The theory of Monopoly Impacts will be first tested with
the hypothesis that “Monopolistic Casino Industry Structures will demonstrate lower slot machine payout percentages than will Open Competitive Structures.”

Table 2:
Monopoly Structures and Pricing:
Slot Machine Payoff Percentages
States (from most monopolistic and limited—closed—casino numbers
to most competitive and open for new casinos). “Closed” means no
more casinos will be allowed.vi
Closed States

Table 1: The Order of States
v

Most monopolistic to most open venues with a closed numbers of casinos.

Slot Machine % Payoff
(median casino)

West Virginia

89.78
90.76

West Virginia

4 monopoly casinos

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania

14 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Michigan

——

Michigan

3 oligopolistic casinos

Illinois

91.58

Illinois

10 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Indiana

91.28

Indiana

13 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Missouri

90.85

Missouri

13 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Louisiana

90.90

Louisiana

16 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Open States

The six remaining venues do not limit numbers of casinos:
Iowa

17 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

New Jersey

13 limited location-competitive casinos

South Dakota

30 limited location-competitive casinos

Colorado

40 limited location-competitive casinos

Mississippi

30 competitive casinos with some limits on locations

Nevada

300+ competitive casinos

Measures of Impacts of Monopoly
on Industry Outputs

It is difficult to measure pricing factors in casinos as there are
not many price points on a gaming floor that can be assessed
across large numbers of casinos. Players do not pay a set
fee to play games, and most games are played with the same
rules and odds over many casinos.
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Iowa

90.86

New Jersey

91.28

South Dakota

90.99

Colorado

92.32

Mississippi

92.56

Nevada

93.80

(Median—all states: 91.09
6 open states: 91.80)

7 closed states-minus MI: 90.88

The hypothesis presented is accepted. Monopoly structured casino industries in seven closed state venues have a
tendency to suppress slot machine payouts, hence raising the
price of gaming for the players. The casinos in these states
hold 9.12 percent of the money played in their machines,
while 8.20 percent was held by the casinos in the six open
states. The .92 percent difference represents a hold that is
over ten percent greater for these closed states. Six open

competitive venues offer higher payouts, ergo better prices
for the players.
(b) Service Quality Attributes
There are measurable attributes of casino operations
which may have major impacts upon the service quality of
casinos. These include job numbers, numbers of hotel
rooms, convention space, and numbers of restaurants and
entertainment venues in casinos.
For each attribute, casino revenues were examined so
that we could assess the amount of casino revenue associated with one casino job, one hotel room, one square foot
of convention space, one restaurant, and one entertainment
venue in the casino.
The data were accumulated for each state and also for
individual casinos in four selected states. The data are presented on Table 3.
The data are used to test the hypothesis that Open
Competitive casino states will offer better service quality
than will Closed Monopolistic casino states. vii

Table 3:
Casino Revenues, Jobs
and Amenities (2009)
Seven Closed States

Six Open States

Gaming Revenues

$14.208 Billion

$19.019 Billion
**$8.626 Billion

Jobs
Revenues Per Job

79,246
$179,290

259,340
$73,336
**$105,268

Hotel Rooms
Revenues Per Room

14,185
$1,001,621

182,484
$104,223
**33,509

Convention Space
Revenues Per Sq.Ft.

642,675
$22,108

12,992,434
$1464
**$6592

Restaurants
Revenues Per Restaurants

345
$41,182,608

1738
$10,943,037
**$18,958,241

Entertain. Venues
Revenues Per Venue

108
$131,555,556

514
$37,001,945
**$62,057,553

**Casino gaming revenues per unit for five states excluding Nevada

The information on Table 3 suggests that we may initially confirm the hypothesis presented. Data consistently
reveal that the open market states offer more employees to
serve their guests, as well as having more amenities—hotel
rooms, convention space, restaurants, and entertainment offerings. While the hypothesis may be confirmed, a note of
the persistence of an outside variable must be mentioned.
The taxation element is discussed along with the same data
set in a previous study cited in note vii. The monopoly states
have higher gaming tax rates, and these are also associated
with lower job numbers, as well as lower levels of amenities.
The seven “closed” states have a total of 79,610 jobs in
their casinos. With gaming revenues of $14.2 billion dollars a year (2009), it can be seen that it takes $179,290 in
gaming revenue to produce one job. However, the six states
with open casino competition have 259,340 jobs produced
by revenues of $19.0 billion—or only $73,336 for each job
($105,268 in five open states excluding Nevada). For each
dollar spent by gamers, and for each single gamer, there are
more employees in the open market states. This impacts
quality.
Casino amenities off the gaming floor have the capacity to add value to the casino community and to the customers. Hotel rooms enhance attractions to a community
as do convention facilities, restaurants, and places of entertainment. The seven closed states have 14,185 rooms, or one
room for each $1,001,621 in gaming revenue. The six open
states have 182,484 hotel rooms or one for each $104,223
($257,423 in five open states without Nevada).
One square foot of convention space was associated
with $22,108 of casino revenue in the seven closed states,
but only $1,464 in the six open states ($6,592 in five open
states, without Nevada.) One restaurant (there were 345
in all) in the closed states was tied to $41,182,608 in gaming revenue, but only to $10,943,037 for each of the 1,738
restaurants in the six open states ($18,958,241 in the five
states without Nevada).
There were one hundred eight entertainment facilities
in the six closed casino states. Each came with
$131,555,556 in gaming revenue. In the six open states,
casinos had gaming revenues of $37,001,945 for each of
five hundred fourteen entertainment facilities ($62,057,553
without Nevada).

Price Points and Service Quality
and Monopolistic Casinos in
Four Selected States

A further analysis takes us to four states, all of which are
monopolistic-oligopolistic venues. Three states—Illinois,
Indiana, and Missouri—are closed venues, with no more
CASINO LAWYER • FALL 2012
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History reveals that monopolies do the opposite—they fight innovation.
Rather than spending money on improving products, they transfer money
from higher prices to profits. As long as they control the market,
they have no incentive for market improvements.

casinos permitted, while the other—Iowa—may be open to
new licenses. The individual casinos in these states provide
information on their slot machine payoffs as well as their
service quality. Of the fifty-one casinos in the states (that
were opened for all of 2009), twenty were monopoly facilities in that no other casino was within fifty miles. Thirtyone were in oligopolistic settings having competing casinos within fifty miles.
If we advance the same two hypotheses for these sets of
casinos, we should expect that the monopolistic set of twenty
casinos will have higher slot prices—meaning lower payout
percentages to the players. They will also be less likely to
have the service quality factors than top competitive casinos.
However, the data may reject these hypotheses. Slot machine payoff percentages were not distinguishable—the
twenty monopoly casinos had a slot payoff percentage (median) of 91.08 percent, while the thirty-one competitive casinos had a payoff (median) of 91.07 percent.
On the service quality factors the evidence was directly
contrary to the hypothesis.
■ Jobs in the monopoly casinos came with gaming
revenues of $124,900, but in the competitive states
with $173,200.

”

NOTES:
i. J. Roper, J. and Zin, D. “Monopolies, Duopolies, and Oligopolies,”
pp. 1401-1405, in Kolb, R., Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society.
Los Angeles: Sage, 2008; Massel, M. Competition and Monopoly,
Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1962, chapter One;
Mansfield, E. ed., Monopoly Power and Economic Performance. New
York: WW Norton, 1968; Dewey, D. Monopoly in Economics and
Law. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1959; W. Adams, “Public Policy in a
Free Enterprise Economy,” pp. 475-502, in Adams, W. ed., The
Structure of American Industry, 6th ed., New York: Macmillan, 1982.
ii. See Roper, Ibid., p. 1404.
iii. Roper, (note 2 supra), p. 1401.
iv. Ibid., p. 1404.
v.. Thompson, W. N., International Encyclopedia of Gambling,
pp. 518-598.
vi. American Casino Guide, Slot Machine Payback Statistics.
www.americancasino guide.com/slot-machine-paybackstatistics.html. Retrieved May 6, 2012.
The data is utilized in a previous article: Thompson, W. “Casino
Taxes: Accentuating the Negative,” Gaming Law Review, v. 15, #7,
September 2011, pp. 599-608.
vii. Sources for data include American Gaming Association, State of
the States 2010; North American Gaming Almanac, 2010.

■ Hotel rooms: monopoly unit price $591,300, and
with competitive casinos, $828,500.

■ Convention space: monopoly unit price $6.6 per
square foot, competitive casinos, $16.2 per square foot.
■ The monopoly casinos had a restaurant for each
$22,448 in gaming revenue, and an entertainment
facility for each $49,517.
■ The competitive casinos had a restaurant for
$31,760, and an entertainment facility for each
$103,223 in gaming revenue.

This anomaly deserves closer research exploration in the
future. Future research should also explore the question of
just why among all industries, casinos should be chosen by
the government to operate as monopolies?
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William Thompson is an emeritus professor of public administration at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas ( 89154-4030). 702-477-5432
William.thompson@unlv.edu
He is author of over a dozen books on gambling subjects, and he is a
frequent contributor to Casino Lawyer. This article represents an abstract
from “Monopoly or Open Markets for Casino Industries,” which will appear
in the UNLV Gaming Law Journal, Spring, 2013.
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From the Cherokee Nation
Gaming Commissioners and
the Cherokee Nation Gaming
Commission Staff:

“Your exemplary leadership
ensures a bright future
for the Cherokee Nation
Gaming Commission and its
employees by sharing your
experience & knowledge;
leaving a legacy of
success for all of us.”

Jamie Hummingbird, Director
Cherokee Nation Gaming Commission
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